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University of Missouri - Kansas City Facilities Stewardship  
 
CRR 110.015 was established to maintain the facilities of the University of Missouri System in adequate condition to meet the needs of the 
University’s education and research missions.  A Facilities Condition Needs Index (FCNI) of 0.30 or lower was established as the goal for 
the Education and General (E&G) facility portfolio.  CRR 110.015 also requires each campus to annually establish its facilities needs 
funding (target spend) by calculating the investment required to achieve and maintain the campus FCNI goal of 0.30 or lower for its E&G 
facilities over the next ten years.   
 
UMKC currently has a FCNI of 0.31 and a backlog of $433.2 million of facilities needs.  Fifty-five (55%) of the E&G space on the UMKC 
campus fall in the category of Below Average Condition, Poor condition, or Replacement is recommended.  UMKC continues to underfund 
their target spend and their facilities needs are growing. 
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UMKC FNCI Rating of E&G 
Buildings 

Over 4.1 Million GSF

E&G Facilities 
(Dollars shown in Millions) 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Target Spend $22.3 $24.7 $27.0 $23.3 $25.3 
Actual Spend $14.2 $25.0 $8.3 $13.3 $16.3 
Recurring $6.9 $7.0 $5.5 $6.5 $5.2 
One-Time $7.3 $18.0 $2.8 $6.8 $11.1 

Difference in Target 
and Actual 

($8.1) $0.3  ($18.7) ($10.0) ($9.0) 

      
FCN Backlog $395.8 $416.7 $400.9 $417.2 $433.2 
Deferred 
Maintenance 

$174.3 $187.5 $233.0 $250.4 $269.9 

Plant Adaption $33.4 $34.0 $32.9 $33.4 $34.0 
Capital Renewal $188.1 $195.1 $145.0 $133.4 $129.3 
Recommended 
Target for next year 

$24.7 $27.0 $23.3 $25.3 $26.0 

Campus FCNI  0.30   0.31   0.30   0.30  0.31 
Facility Condition Needs Index 

Excellent Condition, typically new construction (0.000 - 0.100) 
Good Condition, renovations occur on schedule (0.101 - 0.200) 

Fair Condition, in need of normal renovation (0.201 - 0.300) 
Below Average Condition, major renovation required (0.301 - 0.500) 

Poor Condition, total renovation indicated (0.501 - 0.600) 
Replacement Recommended (0.600 and Higher) 
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University of Missouri - Kansas City:   Fiscal Years 2022 - 2027 Capital Plan included in Finance Plan 
Projects 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 
 Current Year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
New Construction $0 $115,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 
New Health Science Building  $100,000,000     
School of Medicine, St Joseph’s Facility  $15,000,000     
Renovation/Infrastructure $12,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Steam Heating Plant Renewal $12,000,000      
Total Project Cost $12,000,000 $115,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 
 

FY 22 - 23 – University of Missouri - Kansas City:  Strategic Development Projects Plan  
Projects           Funding Strategy  

# Title Type 
Facility 
Needs FCNI Total Cost Debt Gifts Internal Federal State 

   1 New Health Science Building NC NA NA $100,000,000 $0 $50,000,000 $0 $0 $50,000,000 
   2 School of Medicine, St Joseph’s 

facility 
NC NA NA $15,000,000 $0 $0 $2,000,000 $13,000,000 $0 

   3 Steam Heating Plant Renewal RE $12 0.42 $12,000,000 $12,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 
 Total      $127,000,000  $12,000,000  $50,000,000  $2,000,000  $13,000,000  $50,000,000  
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1. New Health Science Building, UMKC  

This project will construct a new Health Science Building of approximately 150,000 
GSF on the UMKC Health Science Campus. While the new facility will serve all of the 
UMKC Health Science programs, the building will focus on the needs of the School of 
Dentistry (SOD) and School of Medicine (SOM). Deficiencies in both of the aging 
clinical, research, and teaching facilities require urgent focus to construct a new facility 
to meet growing clinical, research and education needs, and fuel the success in building 
upon our current research strengths in areas that disproportionately affect lives of 
individuals in Missouri – perinatal death, drug addiction, dental health, cardiovascular 
and neurodegenerative disease.  

 
When the UMKC SOM opened its doors in 1971, it did so with a goal of training 
physicians who would become the primary care workforce for the people in Missouri. 
Between 2019-2021, more than 60% of the UMKC SOM graduates chose a primary 
care residency with up to 40% of graduates remaining in residency programs in 
Missouri. Today, UMKC ranks as one of the top medical schools in the country where 
graduates pursue primary care training based on the 2021-2022 US News and World 
report rankings, but they do so in aging teaching facilities and research laboratories. 
For more than a century, UMKC School of Dentistry (SOD), has been the only dental 
school in the state of Missouri, preparing the next generation of oral health care 
professionals, two thirds of which practice in Missouri, while conducting cutting-edge 
research, and delivering high-quality care to patients in their clinic environment housed 
in the dental school. Renovation will increase patient safety and improve space for 
education of the next generation of dentists and hygienists. 
  
The UMKC Health Science District (HSD) brings together 12 public and private 
partners in an 18-block region that support the growth of rural interprofessional health 
education programs. Through shared expertise, resources, and personnel; the HSD 
represents fertile opportunities for collaboration on research, grants, and community 
outreach. State funding not only has the potential to catalyze new collaborations across 
our region and among University of Missouri academic campuses, but it also has the 
potential to attract industry partnerships and One Health partnerships to advance the 
fields of biomedical engineering, tissue regeneration, and Big Data and with the 
broader University of Missouri System, increasingly invest in bioinformatics and data 
science focus toward the goal of personalized medicine and treatment for patients in 
Missouri. A P3 option to provide additional floors to the building to align with the 
Master Plan vision of increased density in the area, is being explored. The additional 
space would be occupied by other partners. 
 
Funding for the $100,000,000 project will be provided by $50,000,000 in University 
funding and $50,000,000 in State funding. 
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2. School of Medicine – New St Joseph’s Facility, UMKC  

The new UMKC School of Medicine (SOM)-Saint Joseph facility will provide student 
support and study space, classrooms, group meeting rooms, a simulation center, and 
other associated spaces to grow the enrollment numbers as envisioned below. 
 
UMKC School of Medicine has establish an additional location in Saint Joseph, 
Missouri to recruit, prepare, and encourage graduates to become part of the primary 
health care community in rural Missouri counties. This goal addresses the existing 
shortage of primary care physicians practicing and is consistent with the mission of the 
UMKC SOM and the UMKC strategic plan. To achieve this objective UMKC SOM 
has launched a collaborative relationship with the Mosaic Life Care. This clinical 
campus will serve as the training site for MD track students in the medical school 
training program sponsored by UMKC SOM. The UMKC SOM will begin this 
initiative by admitting 20 additional students per year and locate them at the Saint 
Joseph campus. Students admitted to the rural curriculum tract at UMKC SOM will 
complete their four-year training program onsite in Saint Joseph resulting eventually 
in 80 students at UMKC SOM, St. Joseph. The new facility will allow the UMKC-
SOM to provide much-needed health care practitioners who will serve rural Missouri 
communities. 
 
Funding for the $15,000,000 project will be provided by $2,000,000 in University  
funding and a $13,000,000 from a Federal appropriation. 

 
3. Steam Heating Plant Renewal, UMKC 

This project will continue the phased replacement of the heating infrastructure in 
alignment with the university’s Heating System Master Plan. The majority of 
Educational & General (E&G) facilities on both the Volker and Health Sciences 
Campuses are served by this infrastructure. This project will replace the Miller Nichols 
Library heat plant, eliminate reliance on the Spencer Chemistry plant, decommission 
the School of Medicine heating plant and connect the School of Medicine to the Health 
Sciences Building Plant. 
 
The University of Missouri-Kansas City Volker Campus includes three large steam 
plants and many smaller plants which distribute heat to campus facilities. The three 
large plants are located in Miller Nichols Library, Spencer Chemistry, and School of 
Education. Each plant provides steam to the surrounding campus buildings through a 
network of underground piping. Six of the seven boilers in these large plants have been 
in service for over 50 years. This project replaces the boilers in the Miller Nichols 
Library plant, expands its capacity and extends its service to the distribution network 
now served by the Spencer Chemistry plant. The Spencer Chemistry plant will no 
longer be a primary heating source but will be retained as a backup. 
 
Health Sciences Campus has one large heating plant in each of the three facilities – 
School of Medicine, School of Dentistry, and Health Sciences Building. The boilers in 
School of Dentistry and School of Medicine have been in service for over 50 years. 
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This project will decommission the School of Medicine plant and connect that building 
to the Health Sciences Building plant. A recent study has determined that the Health 
Sciences Building plant has enough capacity to serve both buildings.  
 
The project will eliminate $12 million of facilities needs. 
 
The project budget of $12,000,000 will be funded by an internal loan. 
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FY 23 – University of Missouri - Kansas City:  Strategic Development Projects Plan  
Projects           Funding Strategy  

# Title Type 
Facility 
Needs FCNI Total Cost Debt Gifts Internal Federal State 

 1 Olson Performing Arts Center 
Renovations and Additions 

RE/NC $10.1M 0.41 $30,000,000 $0 $30,000,000 $0 $0 $0 

 2 UMKC Athletics Performance Center 
Additions and Renovations 

RE/NC $5M 0.35 $55,000,000 $0 $55,000,000 $0 $0 $0 

3 Spencer Chemistry & Biological 
Science Renovation Phase II 

RE $10M 0.36 $40,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $40,000,000 

4 New Student Housing* NC NA NA $45,000,000 $45,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 
5 4747 Troost Renovation  RE $6.4M 0.42 $8,500,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $8,500,000 
 Total      $178,500,000  $45,000,000  $85,000,000  $0  $0  $48,500,000 

*New Student Housing Project to be funded through a Public Private Partnerships (P3’s). 
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1. Olson Performing Arts Center Renovations and Additions, UMKC 

The project will add a 2,400 square feet Black Box theatre, 4 dance studios, including 
one that could be used for performances, and support space for those facilities including; 
2 dressing rooms with restrooms and showers, and 6 office spaces to the Olson 
Performing Arts Center (OPAC). 
 
The Conservatory shares space in the OPAC with the KCRep, particularly Spencer 
Theatre and the spaces associated with that theatre. Because of limited access to Spencer 
Theatre, UMKC student dance and opera productions take place in White Recital Hall, 
an auditorium with no dressing rooms, no fly system for sets and projects, little wing 
space for moving on and off stage, and a hardwood floor which is dangerous for dancer’s 
feet and legs. Student theatre productions largely take place in OPAC 119, a room 
converted into a small Black Box theatre with no support spaces and seating for fewer 
than fifty students. A dedicated and designed Black Box Theatre would allow for growth 
in the dance, opera, musical theatre, and other theatre areas by providing a dedicated 
performance space that matches the needs of students in performance and in theatre 
design, and allows growth of undergraduate enrollment. 
 
The Conservatory Dance Division currently has four well-used studio spaces that do not 
meet the National Association of Schools of Dance (NASD) guidelines of 100 square 
feet per dancer, feature uneven temperature control leading to dancers working in 
temperatures not conducive to strenuous physical activity, and regularly have sound 
bleed between the spaces. One studio features a drop ceiling that is so low, dancers cannot 
practice the lifts that are key to their choreography. With the current number and size of 
studio spaces, scheduling is an issue, making it difficult to provide adequate space and 
time for rehearsals. Four modern dance studios would allow dance students to work in 
areas that are not hazardous to their health and allow the dance program to grow 
enrollment. 
 
This project will eliminate $2.1 million in facilities needs.  
 
 Funding for the $30,000,000 project will be from gifts. 

 
2. Athletics Performance Center Additions and Renovations, UMKC 

This project provides new and or renovated facilities for Kansas City Athletics and 
Student Recreation. The project will renovate spaces for student recreation to allow for 
expanded programming. The facility will provide student athletes with facilities for 
academics, sports medicine and strength and conditioning, for all fourteen NCAA 
Division One sports at UMKC. Also included are offices for athletics and recreation staff 
and 4,000 enhanced seats for athletic and other campus events in a modern and engaging 
atmosphere with improved concessions and hospitality areas. 
 
The Kansas City Athletics Mission Statement states that “The University of Missouri - 
Kansas City Athletics Department will provide academic, athletic, and personal 
development opportunities to support student-athletes. We will promote a culture of 
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comprehensive excellence while providing the resources that will enable our student-
athletes, coaches, and staff to achieve the highest levels of success. It is our mission to 
develop the best athletic programs and serve as a great source of pride in representing the 
UMKC community and Kansas City.”  
 
The project will provide world class experiences for students and student athletes alike, 
and improving on key university priorities of increased enrollment, retention of current 
students, and increased community engagement and awareness. The facility will be a 
point of pride on campus, increase alumni engagement, and provide additional visitors to 
ensure the Kansas City community knows that UMKC is the best academic option in the 
city 
 
The funding will be provided by $55,000,000 in gifts. 
 

3. Spencer Chemistry and Biological Sciences Renovation - Phase II, UMKC 

This project would continue the renovation of the 153,827 gross square feet (gsf) 
Biological Sciences Building and Spencer Chemistry Building. The second phase will 
renovate approximately 75,000 gsf in both Spencer Chemistry and the Biological 
Sciences Building and will complete the renovation of these facilities. This project will 
build upon the first phase, which renovated about 79,000 gsf and was completed in 2018 
and funded by the State with the Board of Public Buildings Bond as the primary funding 
source. The Phase II renovation will address additional deferred maintenance, research 
spaces, teaching spaces, and other facility deficiencies that were beyond reach of the 
Phase I budget. The renovation will provide state of the art teaching laboratories and 
support spaces, while providing improved laboratory systems to support research 
activities, support student retention, meet current laboratory standards, and encourage 
student collaborative learning. The project is consistent with the Campus Master Plan. 
 
The Spencer Chemistry and Biological Sciences Buildings were originally constructed 
in 1968 and had not been renovated or updated since the 1980's prior to the Phase One 
renovation which was completed in 2018. These buildings serve Chemistry and Biology 
undergraduate and graduate majors, as well as those who go into professional schools or 
graduate studies in medical and dental. They also serve as part of the teaching mission 
for our Pharmacy, Medicine, and Nursing Programs. The facility is outdated, provides 
inadequate space for teaching, and does not meet current safety codes and standards. The 
chemistry department was recently merged into the School of Biological Sciences to 
create a larger School of Biological and Chemical Sciences 
 
The project will eliminate $26.4 million of facilities needs. 
 
Funding for the $40,000,000 project will be provided by the State. 
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4. New Student Housing, UMKC 

This project would construct a new 500 bed student housing facility, primarily focused 
on undergraduate students utilizing suite style and community living style configurations 
as recommended by the Master Plan.  It is anticipated that the project will be developed 
through a public private partnership model (P3). 
 
The on-campus living experience has been a key recruitment driver for undergraduate 
enrollment growth at UMKC since 2005. As UMKC’s on-campus housing capacity grew 
from about 360 to almost 1,500 beds, undergraduate enrollment increased about 20% 
from 6,813 students in Spring 2006 to 8,233 students in Fall 2017. The diversity of 
housing options allows students at all levels to extend their on-campus experience. 
UMKC desires to continue to grow their on campus living capacity as a strategic means 
of continued enrollment growth. 
 
Housing on the UMKC Volker campus currently consists of the 559 bed Oak Street 
Residence Hall and the 329 bed Herman and Dorothy Johnson Residence Hall. Both of 
these buildings provide suite style living and predominately house undergraduate 
students. Housing on the UMKC Health Sciences District at Hospital Hill has 243 beds 
in the Hospital Hill Apartments. 
 
The $45,000,000 project will be financed and developed using a P3 model. 

 

5. 4747 Troost Renovation, UMKC 

This project consists of the renovation of the 4747 Troost Building to create an integrated 
location for UMKC’s Outreach and Community focused programs. The project includes 
the renovation of the existing 54,028 gsf which was constructed in 1961. This project 
will address approximately $6.4 million in facilities needs. 
 
The renovated project will allow for the relocation of other programs at 4825 Troost and 
begin a process of long-term redevelopment that will include a combined site and mixed-
use development that will include parking and may include retail and housing 
components in a public private partnership (P3) development. The project also may 
include related program relocation and redevelopment on nearby sites within and 
adjacent to the Volker Campus. 
 
The UMKC 4747 and 4825 Troost site is currently home to many programs and affiliated 
organizations that are central to the University outreach and community focus. KCUR 
Public Radio, KCRep, KCEZ/ KC Stem Alliance, UMKC Center for Neighborhoods, 
UMKC Midwest Center for Non-Profit Leadership, UMKC Cookingham Institute, 
Jumpstart and a few other similar entities are located in these buildings. In addition, the 
site houses much of the University entrepreneurship and innovation outreaches, led by 
groups such as KC SourceLink, UMKC Innovation Center, UMKC Solo Incubator Law 
Office, UMKC Entrepreneurial Law Clinic, and the UMKC Office of Technology 
Transfer. 
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The existing buildings are in very poor condition and lack public amenities, accessibility, 
and parking that the programs require. The renovation project will provide modern spaces 
for these programs while also providing increased space for research and community 
education and training. Both the existing and new programmatic uses will benefit from 
their co-location and from the tremendous public access provided by being on Troost 
Avenue with its heavy public transit use and services. 
 
Funding for the $8,500,000 project will be from the State. 
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